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Icebreakers!
A�er introducing ourselves, we will ask delegates to state their name, grade, and

school/city.

For delegates to get comfortable with one another, they will then participate in a

sit-and-stand icebreaker. There will be eight different slides with topics such as “stand

if you have a pet” and “sit if you prefer autumn.” A�er each person stands or remains

seated, we will ask them why they chose their answer! It will also blend nicely into our

main activity: the personality quiz.

Note: For those unable to stand, we will have them raise/lower their hand

Activity 1: The Personality Quiz
Each delegate will have a copy of the worksheet below where they will follow

along with the slides and record their answers. Each slide of the presentation will have

three different questions with two answers labeled either A or B. Delegates will choose

either A or B for each question and, a�erward, tally up their letters to see whether they

had more As or Bs. Once we have gone through the four slides of questions, delegates

will record their final letter sequence (EX: AABB). From here, we will go over each

leadership type and its corresponding letter sequences!

Activity 2: Breakout Groups
The four corners of the classroom will each be assigned a leadership type. Once

delegates have learned about their type, they will meet up with other delegates of the

same type and discuss a few discussion questions!

● How do you think your team would handle fighting a dragon?
● Do you see any benefit in having a leader of a different type on your knight unit?
● Do you think knights of your leadership type would use sword or archery skills

in battle?
● How can you use your leadership type in your council?
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Evaluation

There will be a QR code on the slides that goes to a Google form for delegates to
evaluate our workshop. We will also have paper copies for anyone unable to access the
link.
Questions:

1. On a scale of 1-5, one being least enjoyable and five being most enjoyable,
how much did you enjoy our workshop?

2. What activity did you enjoy the most?
3. What can we change?
4. Is there anything else you would like to add?

QR Code:

(Slides: )What Type of Knight are You?! Workshop PP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V8tN3JuvpuuxVyz5BepkGISvlQcC4X554PJMGLe-ADE/edit?usp=sharing
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Worksheet

As we move through the slides, use the table below to keep track of the traits that best

fit you!

Slide 1
Trait 1 - A / B
Trait 2 - A / B
Trait 3 - A / B

Final Score (A or B):

Slide 2
Trait 1 - A / B
Trait 2 - A / B
Trait 3 - A / B

Final Score (A or B):

Slide 3
Trait 1 - A / B
Trait 2 - A / B
Trait 3 - A / B

Final Score (A or B):

Slide 4
Trait 1 - A / B
Trait 2 - A / B
Trait 3 - A / B

Final Score (A or B):

Letter
Sequence
(Ex: AABB) ___ ___ ___ ___

MY LEADERSHIP TYPE IS…

Notes:
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Please evaluate our work and hand this sheet to us on your way out!

1. How much did you enjoy the workshop?

1 2 3 4 5

2. What did you enjoy the most?

3. What can we change?

4. Is there anything else you would like to add?


